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Westborough, MA AAFCPAs, a best-in-class CPA and consulting firm known for assurance, tax,
accounting, wealth management, valuation, and business and IT advisory solutions, moved its
headquarters to a larger office space located at 50 Washington St. The new space is 18,964 s/f,
5,000 s/f larger than its current headquarters.

The new space accommodates the firm’s recent growth and offers a collaborative, technology-rich,
and inspiring workspace. Employees will enjoy a larger headquarter, with modern touchdown
spaces, amenities and décor that reflects the firm’s brand.

“Our new space serves our employees, who ultimately serve our clients,” said co-managing partner
David McManus. “This is an exciting moment for all in the firm’s 45-year history.”

Additionally, renovations of the new space include the addition of a recording studio. The studio is
designed to enhance and evolve the content developed to share the Firm’s insights and expertise,
which is highly regarded by its clients. 

“We are excited to provide our employees with an innovative and flexible work space helping them
to engage with teams and enhance innovative ideas today as well as when we expand in the future,”
said McManus. “We are thrilled about the practicalities of the new space and the progressive feel of
the environment we’ve created.” 

“Our new headquarters was designed to foster a collaborative and cohesive environment,” said
Carla McCall, co-managing partner at AAFCPAs.

“This move allows us to expand our unique programs like the ‘Women’s Opportunity Network’ and
‘Volunteer Committee,’ and create innovative workshops, groups, and training seminars for incoming
talent.”

Architecture firm, Walsh/Cochis Associates Inc. spearheaded the office space’s remodel, and
AAFCPAs’ client, Walker Development executed the construction. The space contains 26 offices
and 8 conference rooms, including the addition of a training room. The Alexander Training Room is
named in honor of founder Herb Alexander and celebrates the Firm’s core value of continuous
learning.

AAFCPAs is an attractive alternative to the Big 4 and National CPA firms. The firm provides



best-value assurance, tax, accounting, and business & IT advisory solutions to nonprofit
organizations, commercial companies, and wealthy individuals/estates. Since 1973, AAF’s sincere
approach to business and service excellence has attracted discerning clients along with the best
and brightest CPA and consulting professionals. AAF donates 10% of its net profits annually to
nonprofit organizations.

AAFCPAs is an independent member of PrimeGlobal, Inc. This provides seamless national and
global reach for our clients, as well as access to the resources of the fourth largest CPA firm
association in the world. Our pay-as-you-use model is considered advantageous by our diverse
clients who appreciate exceptional value.
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